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Abstract The presented paper is focused on text clustering, text clustering algorithms visualization in particular. We have presented the GHSOM (Growing Hierarchical Self Organizing Map) algorithm, which is an extension of the standard approach to text clustering technique based on self organizing maps. Algorithm combines the adaptability features of the map expansion and hierarchical clustering features by implementing the map layers creation. This paper focuses primarily on the model visualization aspect. We describe the existing techniques used to provide the visualization of the clustering models and propose our solution of GHSOM model visualization based on combination of different methods. We have designed and implemented the solution using the Jbowl text mining library and Processing visualization and integrated the component into the cloud based text mining portal used for educational purposes.
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1. Introduction The process of knowledge discovery from text databases (knowledge discovery in texts – KDT, frequently labeled as text mining) is in comparison with classic methods of knowledge discovery in databases is more complex one. One of the reasons is, that the process has to deal with non-structured data and uncertainty [4]. Clustering of texts is a process of assigning of the text documents into the collection of clusters based on their similarity. Each of the clusters contains the documents, most related between each other, but on the other hand, as much different from the documents in other clusters as possible. Documents within one particular clusters are similar, speaking of their content, so clustering of texts can be viewed as a method that can be used to detect the content of the document collections and identify the possible topics. From the machine learning perspective, clustering methods belong to a set of unsupervised training approaches. Training of the models are usually automatic, without a feedback provided by user’s input which leaves the particular algorithm to find the patterns within the data. Discovered clusters are usually disjoint [1]. Various different approaches to clustering already exists, including the hierarchical methods, “lazy learners” (similarity methods), or neural networks. One of the basic neural network model based on principle of unsupervised learning are self-organizing maps (SOM) [2]. SOM neural networks are frequently used in text clustering tasks and several extensions of standard SOM already exist. One of them, important to mention, is Growing SOM (GSOM), that enables the map expansion. That kind of expansion proceeds in two different directions – by addiotion of new columns of neurons (clusters), or rows. Resulting output map perserves the structure. Other important SOM expansion is based on the idea of hierarchical extension – neurons (clusters) can be expanded into the new map, with separate output clusters. Neurons can be expanded on different levels, so resulting structure is hierarchical. Neuron expansion Martin Sarnovsky, IJRIT
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condition is based on variability of input vectors (documents in case of text mining). The combination of both presented extensions leads us to GHSOM (Growing Hierarchical Self-Organizing Map) algorithm [3]. GHSOM builds hierarchical structure consisting of multiple layers, where each layer consists of separate SOMs.



2. Design of the GHSOM algorithm visualization Various visualization methods exists, which main purpose is not only limited to providing the information of the models, but several techniques exists to provide the visualization of process of clustering, or provide the information more focused on content and interpretation of the discovered knowledge. We will present the basic introduction of some of the most frequently used techniques. One of the commnoly used methods are dendrograms. Dendrogram is a tree-like structure, which serves as a graphic representation of hierarchical clustering process. Based on type of hierarchical method, objects are connected into the cluster, or cluster is divided into the objects vice-versa. Each object represents the separate cluster, clusters are connected according to distances between each other [4]. Dendrograms are simple visual representation of hierarchical aspects of clustering. For visualization of lazy learners such as k-means method, 2D map visualization is commonly used. In case of mulitidimensional input data, various transformation methods are used to project the data from high dimensional vector space into the 2D or 3D. Self organizing maps do not assign the data into the concrete pre-defined clusters, do not identify the borders of the clusters. From that point of view, visualization of SOMs is a key factor in data analysis using these methods [5]. Some of the visualization techniques are based on weight vectors of the input data, using them to graphically display the clusters and their bounds (e. g. U-Matrix method [6]). Another group of methods focuses more on visualization of input data and their distribution in vector space. Those methods usually provides the visualization of particular group of vectors (e. g. methods Hit Histograms or Component Planes) [11]. Several approaches to GHSOM model visualization are possible and dependent on processed data. Based on the fact, that presented visualization will be used in text mining tasks, we have designed the model suitable for these purposes. Designed visualization method combines the approach of table layout, where each table cell represents one particular neuron (cluster) on the map. Each neuron is then described by some of the most important characteristics of the particular cluster, e.g. most significant terms (chosen according to the information gain criteria). Maps are connected together and creates hierarchical structure based on the GHSOM model structure. The main objectione of presented interactive visualization was to enable the user to browse through the model structure, explore different map layers and explore particular neurons and their content. Our visualization method is inspired by several existing methods, combines some aspects of the table methods with dendrograms and extends the interface by addition of task specific information. Using that kind of GHSOM model visualization, user gains visual feedback of the model structure and content on all model levels.
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Fig. 1 Visualization of the GHSOM structure on the left and particular map on the right



3. Implementation of the GHSOM visualization method Designed solution was implemented and integrated into the cloud text mining portal presented in [11]. Portal provides a coherent system leveraging of analytical cloud services and providing simple user interface for users as well as administration and monitoring interfaces. Portal consists of data modules that covers storage of the data, data access and various pre-processing methods, based services providing particular analytical methods, as well as information system that manages workflow of data analysis tasks and provides necessary interfaces for users as well as administrators. As a cloud infrastructure, GridGain frameworks was used. GridGain is Java based middleware for development of data processing applications in distributed environments [8]. It supports development of scalable data-intensive and high-performance distributed applications. Main benefit of GridGain is the fact, that it is independent from infrastructure and platform. This allows applications developed using the framework to be deployed on various types of cloud infrastructures. GridGain provides native support for Java, Scala and Groovy programming languages. We have used the JBowl implementation of GHSOM algorithm. JBowl (Java Bag of words Library) is a open source library for text mining tasks. Distributed version of GHSOM clustering algorithm presented in [12] was integrated into the JBowl. Library provides various interfaces to build the text mining applications in Java. The system is being developed as open source with the intention to provide an easy extensible, modular framework for pre-processing, indexing and further exploration of large text collections, as well as for creation and evaluation of supervised and unsupervised text-mining models. JBOWL is a Java library, which contains methods for preprocessing, classification, clustering (including GHSOM algorithm) and evaluation techniques. It provides a set of classes and interfaces that enable integration of various classifiers and clustering algorithms. For visualization purposes, Processing language was used [9]. Processing is a open source programming language and development environment designed to create the graphical interfaces and visualizations for multiple purposes. Main feature of Processing is to enable the programmers to visualize the data interpretations and to design the graphic elements in a efficient manner. Visualizations created in Processing can be deployed within the development environment, in Java projects, as well as in HTML/JSP pages in  tags. For web pages integration, processing.js extension is needed. Its main purpose is to translate the whole sketch into the Javascript. JBowl method creates the first layer map of the GHSOM model, selects the neurons to expand and assign vector instances corresponting to these neurons. Algorithm will build the rest of the complete GHSOM structure. Each of the particular GSOM map is created in the distributed fashion using the Martin Sarnovsky, IJRIT
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GridGain framework. When the final model is constructed, an xml representation of the GHSOM model is created. The structure of the document was designed to provide all the data necessary to build the model visualization. Visualization module is implemented in Processing.js, which is Processing extension, that combines the original language with javascript. Module contains twi main methods, setup() and draw(). The first method initializes the lists of input maps, neurons, the grapical objects, fills the maps list, computes and draws the initial map positions. The second one runs in the infinite loop and draws the model and control panel. Interactive visualization consists of three components (Fig. 2): • •



•



Main screen - contains the model visualization containing the structure of the GHSOM model as well as detailed visualization of selected map, Secondary screen – contains the extended information about the selected neuron/cluster, including the cluster position within the structure (connections), MQE of the cluster’s vectors, size of the selected cluster, number of assigned vectors, etc. Control panel – provides a set of tools to manipulate with the structure, including zoom in, zoom out, pruning of the lower layers, resizing options, redesigning tools.



Fig. 2 GHSOM structure visualization with context visualization of the selected map On the main screen, each circle represents the single map of the GHSOM model. By right-clicking on the particular map, additional information about the selected map are displayed. Detail of the map consists of the table view of the neurons (clusters). Extended information are displayed in the information panel on the left. When particular map is selected and displayed, actual position of the map within the complete structure is highlighted on the background. Each map consists of clusters, each cluster is described by its ID, mean quadratic error of the assigned vectors, number of vectors. Visualization also provides a visual feedback about the expandability of the neurons. As depicted in Fig. 3, if the neurons in the table view have green background, it means, that those clusters are not expanded more in the model. Red color identifies neurons, that are hierarchically expanded to another layer.
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Fig. 3 Particular map detail More detailed view on the particular map and extended text information are depicted on Fig. 4. In this case visualization was tested on the Reuters 21578 dataset. In this case, second level map is displayed. It contains of the 6 clusters, each of them not expanded more within the current structure. Clusters are described by 6 terms, most significant within the cluster according to the information gain. Extended textual field on the left describes the context info about the parent cluster that lies on the first layer map.



Fig. 4 Visualization of the clusters with context information on the left



4. Conclusions Main objective of the work presented within the paper was to design and implement the GHSOM algorithm visualization and integrate the solution into the text mining portal used in education. Designed interactive visualization method was implemented using the Processing language and integrated into the portal. Backend of the solution is provided by Jbowl text mining library and GridGain framework. Visualization provides the set of tools to visualize the structure of clustering models created, enables the user to get a visual feedback of various information contained within the particular clusters and its content. Specific text Martin Sarnovsky, IJRIT
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mining tasks are supported by implementation of methods to visualize the different model characteristics, structure, and enables to provide intuitive graphical interface for the user to be able to explore different parts of the more complex models.
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